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Draughton was enclosed 1726-3014• 

1 NRO FH 190 and 391. 
2 NRO FH 2682. 
3 NRO FH 2665. 
4 NROFH4059. 
5 BL Add. Ch. 81, 829. 
6 NRO Draughton glebe terriers. 
7 1419, FH 425; 1432, FH 395; 1440-2, FH 349; 
8 NRO FH 485. 
9 NRO FH 2692. 

10 NRO FH 444. 
11 Thorn and Thorn, 56-11, l- 15d, 54-3 respectively. 
12 FH 2665. 
13 FH 485. 
14 NRO glebe. 

Easton on the Hill 

M 1993 
Much of the parish at the south is woodland, called Easton Homstocks, and there was 

heathland as well, together being over 1,000 acres in 18201• No furlong boundaries 
were found in this area by field survey. To the north, the clay scarps of the Welland 
Valley liad 500 acres of pasture and wo'od. ' 

Charters of 1343 and 1413 mention West Field, Wode Field and East Field, but not 
all at the same time2• There were three fields by the early 18th century, Hill Field, Wood 
Field and Fishpond Field. In 1722 the proportions of one holding were, Fishpond Field 
19 acres, Wood Field 13.5, Hill Field 13 acres with 29.5 acres ofley and 16.5 acres of 
meadow3• 

They were run on a three year tilth as proved by a meadow lot being held once every 
three years4• There was 39 percent ofley in this case. Some of the farms (below) had no 
ley and it is likely that, as with the Soke, the arable was mainly in one block without ley, 
grass being on the clay slope~ and on the dry limestone plateau next to Rockingham 
Forest. 

In Wood Field in 1722, 12 people occupied 27 positions, 3 of them holding 52 
percent, but 5 had single positions5. A fair state of disintegration is indicated, as so often 
found with large tenanted estates. 

The yardland consisted of c. 20 acres of arable land with variable amounts 'ofley and 
meadow, as shown by the following farms which had6: 

2 yardlands of4O acres arable, 7.75Iey, 4.785 meadow 
2 yardlands of 40 acres arable. 
1 yardland of 19 acres arable, 15.51ey, 2.25 meadow 

The fields of 1 795 have slightly different names; 10 acres being dispersed in Great Field, 
3 acres; Wood Field 3.5 acres; Little Field 4 acres7. 

The large proportions of ley and meadow reflect the extensive resources available. 
There would be common rights on the heath and in the woods as well. A draft enclosure 
map shows that only the plateau near the vill was ploughed in 18198. Little Field lay to 
the west, Race Course Field to the east and Wood Field to south west. A field book is 
referred to in 1777, but has not been discovered9• 
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Woodland. Easton Hornstocks was part of Rockingham Forest, Easton being in the 
Cliffe bailwick. A small wood lay on the east, called Easton Grove in 1611 and separated 
from it by the A43 was a wood called the park lO: 

Enclosed in 181 711 • 

1 NRO Map 3024. 
2 Exeter Muniments, Burghley House, Stamford; Ex 38/45 and 38/47. 
3 Exeter 38/31. 
4 Exeter 38/32/2. 
5 Exeter 38/31. 
6 Exeter 38/86; 38/80; 38/77. 
7 Exeter 37/14. 
8 NRO Map 2894. 
9 Exeter 38/31/2. 

10 Exeter 38173 and 38174. . 
11 Award, NRO Enrolment Volume H p. 816; Map 3024 (1820). 

Easton Maudit 

M 1964 H 
Easton had 4 fields that belonged to a double two-field arrangement, that is there 

were two townships. This can be demonstrated from the unequal dispersion oflands in 
the four fields at various times between 1343 and 1634, as well as by grants oflands lying 
in only two of the fields in 1631 and 1634. 

Date Upper or Wood Field West Field Lowe Field Nether Field 

13431 21 18 2.5 3.5 roods 
14352 30.5 31.5 12 16.5 
163}3 29 18 9 4 
16344- 32 22 

Proof that independent townships existed at an early date is to be found in a charter of 
c. 1240 whenJohn Malduyt granted to Easton church the tithe of3 virgates on the Lowe 
and Asscehylle in the fields of Easton, that is, in Lowe Field and Nether FieldS. 

Terriers of 1343 describe 66 acres, two of them imply that once the lands had a 
regular order. One has Roger Abovetoun as neighbour 4 times out of 14, and another 
has Robert LulIay 13 times out of 16 (81 percent). Neither name is common in the 
remaining terriers6• 

The whole parish had been opened up to the plough, except for two medieval woods, 
Horn Wood and the Hicket, probably by the end of the 13th century. Iron smelting sites 
dated to the 13th century farther south confirm the presence of woodland there7, and 
the furlong names ofBrerheg, Eldehay, Hertewell, Stockwelle, Stub and Wold further 
attest to an extensive area of assarted woodland. Long furlong, lying at the extreme 
south west of the parish was mentioned in 1343. The terrier of 1435 shows that most of 
the parish was still arable. 

Soon afterwards there was a contraction of arable land, for in 1518 a dispute between 
Easton and Bozeat over common grazing rights shows that much of Easton had 
reverted to grass. The common pasture called 'le shyppe pasture' or the 'playne pasture' 
was used by Bozeat inhabitants, but the men of Easton said that Bozeat had no rights 
there8. Easton Plain in 1841 lay west of Horn Wood (Tithe map); the modern fields in 
Bozeat parish, immediately to the south-east of Easton, have the same name. It is 
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probable, therefore, that the whole of the region between the two parishes was called the 
Plam, and had reverted to grazing by 1518, the flo.cks of both easily becoming mixed 
(see Bozeat for the lands shared in common with Easton and Grendon). In 1631 Long 
Furlong, at the extreme south west, was not only grass but also had trees growing on it9• 

This is the area where Easton Great Wood now stands. 
A few open-field orders and offences are recorded in court rolls, some printed in 

Chapter 2. John Alison ploughed land that was not his in 1414; Thomas Smith of 
Brokhowse ploughed diverse lands in 1571 10. A series of orders for 1519 stated that no 
horses were to be kept separate from the main herd, nor put on the meadows until the 
haycocks were removed. Sheep were not to be put on the cow pasture after Martinmas. 
No one was to keep cattle or other beast separate from the main village herd in the 
Mylfelde, which must therefore have been fallow11 . Orders made in 1571 were that no 
one should cut down thorns or bushes on any common lands for 6 years and no horse or 
beast should be put on common land until 22nd August12• The next year it was 
forbidden to let bitches out unless splayed. Orders for 1571 said that mere stones or 
stakes should be set 'where the nede is'. In 1576 the jury was ordered to perambulate the 
fields and meadows and set markers between parties. No great cattle were to be put on 
the commons above the prescribed rate in 1572. Only poor people who had no peas 
were allowed to glean them in 1575. Grass was not to be mowed on balks until harvest 
was finished in 157413• 

A manorial transfer of 1343 mentions a strip of land 'under the park' and the same 
description is given in 1435 to a land in the Low Field. In 1588 Richard Basse broke into 
the park and took 4 of the lord's pigs 14. The Park was presumably taken out of the lord's 
demesne land. A decayed wall, the only walled field in the parish, probably marks the 
boundary. Its line kinks and changes from furlong to furlong, probably reflecting where 
the demesne ended and the common furlongs began. 

Yardlands are referred to in c. 1240 and in 127515 but not in any later records, and 
perhaps like Grendon and elsewhere in the Higham Hundred holdings were dispersed 
at an early date. 

Woods are described in Chapter 7. Easton was enclosed by Sir Christopher Yelver
ton, probably in 1639. There were several exchanges of open-field lands with pro
prietors in Easton and neighbouring parishes who had land at Easton, between 1631 
and 163416. One transaction was a purchase and the others were exchanges of strips 
giving open-field land at Bozeat in return. Charles I visited the Yelvertons in 1636, and 
in 1639 Sir Christopher had licence to empark 500 acres. Elizabeth Clarke who died in 
1719 aged 101, 'could remember this parish inclosed'17. 

I NRONPL9. 
2 NRO XYZ 370. 
3 NRO XYZ 1072 and 1074. 
4 NRO XYZ 107l. 
5 BL Harl. 53 C 39. 
6 NRO NPL 9. 
7 Hall Bedf. Arch.]., 16 (1983) pp. 91- 5. 
8 NRO LB 61 m.5. 
9 NRO XYZ 1072. 

10 NRO LB 39 m2. 
11 NROLB44. 
12 NRO LB 39 m.2. 
13 NRO NPL 1105 mm.l, 3, 5. 6. 
14 Id. mm.7, 5, 8, 9. 
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15 Hundred Rolls ii p.10. 
16 NRO XYZ 373, 1069-72, 1074. 
17 NRO Easton Maudit parish register III P /1. 

Easton Neston 

M 1993 
The parish contains the separate vills of East on Neston and Hulcote; there may have 

been two townships, one for each vill. Records sometimes refer to just one village, as in 
1425 when a six-acre holding was dispersed equally between the three fields (West, 
North, East) of Hulcote, implying that it was separate!. Later in the 15th century, 
records tend to refer to 'the fields of Easton Neston and Hulcote'2. Reference to both 
villages could mean that there was one system for the whole parish, or that there were 
two separate field systems, but that a particular grant included land in each of them. 

There were 2 fields in a holding divided between the North and East Fields as 3.5 
acres and 4 acres in 1341 3. Another charter of the same date had 2 acres exactly divided 
between the same fields4 . There were 3 fields at Hulcote in 1425 (above). 

Enclosed in 1499 when it was emparked5. 

1 NRO Fennor-Hesketh Catalogue, MSD/F129/1. 
2 Id. MSD/F/35/8, 1477; MSD/E/3112, 1486; MfD/E/29/5, 1497. 
3 NRO Femor-Hesketh Calendar. 249. 
4 Id.25l. 
5 Baker ii, 144. 

Ecton 

M 1978 P 1703 
Ecton had 3 fields, West, East and North in c. 1290, when 4 single roods and one piece 

of meadow were described, all having the same two neighbours!. There were 6 named 
fields grouped as 5 from 1609 until enclosure. They are shown on a plan made in 17032. 
On the high sandy ground were 2 rye fields, leaving 3 on the heavier soils. This seems to 
be a Newnham type of double field system. All figures below are in acres:3 

Glebe 2 3 4 5 6 
4yardlands 1 yardland 1 yardland 1yardland 1yardland 

1609 1627 1674 1691 1706 1748 
Arable ~ A L A L A L A L 

West Rye Field West Rye 12 0.5 2 1 2.1250.5 1.75 0.75 1.75 0.75 
East Rye Field East Rye 10.5 0.5 1.75 l.5 3.375 1.75 1.25 2.25 1.25 
The Irons and Thyons and 7.5 1 2 0.25 2.1250.125 1.5 0.5 1.5 

Little Field Little Field 
Nether Field East Clay 13.5 2.75 0.5 2.5 0.5 2.25 1.75 2.25 

towards Barton 
Nether Field West Barley 5 1.25 0.25 2.25 0.25 1.25 0.5 1.75 

towards 
Billing 48.5 2 8.75 3.5 9.375 1.375 8.5 4.75 8.5 3 

Yardland size 12.625 12.25 10.75 13.25 11.5 
Percent 1eys 4 29 13 36 26 

The glebe was for 4 yardlands, 50.5 acres plus 3 pieces, implying that one yardland 
was 12.625 acres. Lands lay contiguous and were mostly ploughed together as single 
acre-Iands4 • 
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Orders. In 1628, among many offences and orders it was noted that green peas should 
only be gathered on the tenants' own landS. Orders of the usual late type made in 1719, 
noted that there should be 24 sheep per yardland plus 8 ewes and lambs, and 2 cows6. 

No mares or foals were to be staked within 40 yards of any corn land, and jointways 
should be 10 feet wide. 

Tenurial order and hides. The regular tenurial order existing in Ecton lands has been 
described in Chapter 8. The 1703 map of the cycle names 11 subdivisions called hides7 

but does not state how many lands there are to the hide. Terriers of 1609 specify that 
there are 10 roods to the hides. So in all there would have been 10 x 11 yardlands in the 
whole township, agreeing fairly well with the stated 103 in the enclosure papers of 
17599. The map, made to record the hides, each hide in each furlong being marked with 
its acreage, has been discussed by Goransson in 1961. A plan of the furlongs with the 
hide cycles plotted is published 1 o. 

Particulars of the hides and the yardlands accounted for in the Sotheby muniments 
are given below11 : 

Hide names Number of 
In 1703 Variants yardlands Origin of name 

Marys 1559 7.25 Owned by Delapre Abbey? 
Corrall 1608 (84) 9 
Lawrence 1630 (453b) 10 Laurence family 1357 (156) 
Stannymans 1685 Stainbourne (127) 9.75 
Dickins 7 Dykon family 1430 (601) 
Abbits 1581 (105) 3 Abbot of Warden, Beds 
Hall 3.75 Contained the demesne 
Billings 1664- (1) 6.5 Billing family, 1397 (185) 
Badgers 1559 Bedgaries (104) 1.5 
Parsons, 1464 (179) 3 Partly glebe 1464 (179) 
Holton 1641 Houghton (111) Haughton family 1430 (171) 

60.75 

Enclosed in 1 759 12. 

1 NRO E(S) 180. 
2 NRO Map 2115. 
3 Sources are NRO; 1 is E(S) 1117; 2 Glebe; 3 E(S) 1085; 4 E(S) 3826; 5 E(S) 424; 6 E(S) 1.5 in X9094. 
4 NRO Ecton glebe terriers. 
5 NRO E(S) 1195. 
6 NRO E(S) 1183. 
7 NROMap2115. 
8 NRO E(S) 83-4. 
9 NROXl071. 

10 D. Hall 1983, 'Fieldwork and field books'. 
11 The map of 1703 provides a full set of hide names; other information comes from Ecton (Sotheby) 
muniments; the relevant numbers are given in brackets. 
12 Act NRO E(S)B 1182; Award Enclosure Enrolment Vol. A p. 1. 

Elkington 

M 1990 
No Elkington terriers have survived. Three fields occur as close names; South Field 

and Middle Field closes were mentioned in 15401 and High Field in 15502• It seems to 
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be completely enclosed before the Dissolution, bu~erhaps not very long before, since 
the names of the great fields were remembered in 154'0. 

Pipewell cartulary3 states that there were 48 yardlands in the parish of which 42 
belonged to the abbey (in c. 1230). Details of the h<:>ldings and the Domesday Survey 
have been given in Chapter 6. 

I PRO SC6 Hen 8, 2784 m.57- 58d. 
2 Gal. Pat. RolLr Edw VI ill p. 269. 
3 BL Cott. Calig. A xiii f.19. 

Etton 

~ 1977 F 1597 
Etton contains the vill of Wood croft which was probably once a separate township. 

~uch of Wood croft was enclosed by the 17th century. A plan of the northern part of the 
parish has been published 1• 

A field book of 1599 describes 6 fields in Etton with the same names and proportions 
that were used in 1631 (below, respectively 1,0.5,2.5,3.5,4 and 3. pages of the field 
book)2. In 1631, a survey (described under Helpston) shows the distribution of farms 
among many fields3: 

J. WelLr ]. WelLr Edw. Knowles Ant. Taylor 
Woodcrofi cap. mess. Ettonfarm Woodcrofi farm in Etton 

Chappell Field 20 7 24 18 
Little Field 17 1 
South Field ·19 24 13 
Old Field 15 12 6 11 
West Field 15 23 18 33 
East Field 27 10 
Helpston East Field 7 13 
Closes 44 12 34 

Note in first fann Little Field is partly enclosed, but leys are described. 

This is a complicated arrangement, as with Helpston, where the townships are 
becoming mixed up. 'East Field' (of Etton) is to be disinguished from Helpston East 
Field, as proved by the different furlong names listed. 

There seem to be 4 main fields, not counting Little Field and Helpsto'n ground. Lands 
are frequently one acre; thus 151ands tota111.5 acres,S of them being acre-lands, and 
26 lands totalled 21 acres with 7 of them actual acre-lands. 

A terrier of 1798 also describes the same field names' and proportions, except that 
South Field ~as called Woodcroft Field; Little Field 26 acres, Woodcroft Field 107, Old 
Field 99, West Field 150, and East Field 74 acres4• 

Enclosure. Woodcroft Pastures are referred to in 15475• An 'early 17th-century map 
shows Woodcroft enclosed with 3 houses. Farther away is Ox Wood and Leas, with 
Bratlands Furlong and a green way at the south6• A map . made in 16257 shows 

, Woodcroft pastures of 11 7 acres, which include fields called Snow Closes on a map of 
17728, lying between The Snow and Etton Long Green. This last plan shows Etton vill 
with the church, manor-house and formal. gardens. 

The remainder of Etton was enclosed with Helpston in 1809-19 (qv). 
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1 Hall 1982, Medieval Fields p. 42. 
2 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vol. 424. 
3 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vol. 71. 
4 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vol. 86. 
5 Allison et al. Deserted Villages p. 48. 
6 NRO Map 1251. 
7 NRO Map 1239 pA. 
8 NRO Map 1072. 

Evenley 

M 1994 
Evenley parish contains the township of the deserted Astwick. Evenley had two fields 

in c. 1225, called the East Field and West Field 1 • A printed version of the same charter2 

has 3 parcels with two neighbours either side, probably indicating there was a regular 
tenurial order. 

By c. 1550 there were three fields with 2 yardlands divided between West Field 1 7 
acres in 15 parcels, South Field 13 acres in 13 parcels, East Field 17 acres in 16 parce1s3 . 

The yardland was therefore 23.5 acres. A glebe terrier of 1685 had 3 fields, 4 acres each 
in two of them and 3 acres in the other4. In the 18th century these fields were called 
Corlik or Mill Field, Middle Field, and Hollowell Field or the Field towards Brackley. 

Enclosed in 1779. Astwick was enclosed before 15355. 

1 Gray p. 478 from Magdalen College, Oxford, B178; Bodleian Library, Raw!. B 408 fA5b. 
2 NRO Calendar of Magdalen College eharters 186711909, Braekley 178. 
3 Gray p. 482 from PRO SC6 13/25. 
4 NRO Evenley glebe terriers. 
5 Award NRO Enrolment Vol. "G p. 263; for Astwiek see Allison et al. p.35. 

Everdon 

M 1986 
The parish contains three setdements, Great Everden, Litde Everden, which is 

shrunken; and Snorescombe, now deserted except for a single farm. There were three 
townships, one for each viII. 

Great Everdon, in 1361, had two fields; the South Field 0.5 acre, and the North Field 
1.75 acres, granted in a charter l . There were 4 fields in 1685, that probably included 
Litde Everdon2: 

Field lAnds Ltys 

Moore side 6 2 
Fausly side 17 4 
Newnham side 21 7 
Weedon side 13 4 also meadow lots 
Totals 57 17 74 in all 

There was 23 percent grass. In Newnham Side there were 13 neighbours named 
occupying 50 places, of whom three held 72 percent, indicating a regular tenurial order. 
The same fields were used during the 18th century; there is reference (1 761) to Hall 
Ground and haddons of lands' ends and balks between roods and lands. The Moore 
side may have been run with Weedon Side to form 3 equal areas. 
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little Everdon 

Daventry Priory had 6.75 yardlands 'in Everdon' with inland (presumably demesne) 
and hutland3• Another charter4 shows that this property was in Little Everdon. 

Little Everdon had two fields in 1490, when a terrier of2.5 acres was exactly diviqed 
between the North Field and South Field with 1.25 acres (3 lands) in each. Three of the 6 
parcels have Henry Michell as a neighbour, indicating a regular orders. 

Great and Little Everdon were enclosed in 17646. 

Snorescomhe 

Furlongs are named 'in the fields of Snotescumbe' in 1354 and 14107• In 1508 the 
Knightley family had enclosed 200 acres ofland, allowed houses to decay and 28 people 
had lefts. The 1767 glebe refers the hamlet of'Snawscombe', for which Lucy Knightley 
paid £30 yearly ID lieu of tithes. 

1 NRO K Charter 98. 
2 NRO Everdon glebe terriers in Box X584. 
3 The Cartulary ofDaventry PrWry, M.]. Franklin, NRS, 35 (1988), 609, early 13th century. 
4 Id. 612. 
5 NRO K Charter 262. 
6 Act NRO Th 2481; D2749; Award Enrolment Val. A p. 614. 
7 NRO K Charter 94,145. 
8 Eton College Records ECR 28-77; Beresford, Lost Villages 1954, pp.41Q-12. 

Eydon 

In 16671 there were two fields only; East Field 7.75 acres arable and 6.25 leys being 14 
acres in all; and West Field 6 arable and 4.75 leys, 10.75 acres total. This is a rare 
example of a late tWo-field system; leys amounted to 44 percent. The terrier was for 
half-yardland and one yardland therefore was c.25 acres. 

The glebe2 shows an unchanging two-field system from 1627 to enclosure in 1761, 
with the same names as above. In 1633 there was 25 percent grass, unequally divided 
between the fi~lds, although the amounts of arable were equal; about 23 percent of the 
arable was used for rye. In the 1627,9 people shared 37 neighbour positions of which 62 
percent was occupied by 3 people, suggesting a fairly regular order. The yardland was 
approximately 23 acres. 

Enclosed in 1761 3. 

1 NRO XYZ 213. 
2 NRO Eydon glebe terriers in X584. 
3 Act NRO X8484; Award, Enrolment Vol. A p. 409. 

Eye 

M 1977 
Eye lies at the far north-eastern tip of Northamptonshire and is a Fenland vill; its 

appearance contrasts immensely with Aynho lying on the edge of the Cotwolds, 75 
miles away at the south-western tip of the county. Much of the area was marsh until 
1650, and the dry land, fragmented into two peninsulas, was shared by four monastic 
granges belonging to Peterborough abbey. It was a chapelry of the abbey. A plan of the 
open fields and a village history have been published1,2. 
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The fields occupied less than half the dry land. A map made in 1821 marks Blackman 
Field, Cranmoor Field, and Northam Field3. Many topographical fen names are 
recorded in a Peterborough abbey account roll of 1309-104. Enclosed in 18205. 

1 D. Hall Fenland landscapes and settlement between Peterborough and March, East Anglian Archaeology Report No. 
35 1987, p. 36. 
2 P.]. Randall Eye 4ft 1972. 
3 NRO Map 4426. 
4 NRO F(M) charter 2389. 
5 Act NRO in X1130; Map 4426 (1821); Award ML 854. 

Farndon East 

M 1993 
There were three fields in 1655; a terrier of 1 yardland showed the following 

distribution 1; the glebe is similar2: 

1655 GleheJ711 
Field Arable ~ Arable Ley Total 

Brakenborowe Field 20 8 56 27 . 83 
01demill Field 21 8.5 61 38 99 
Debdale Field 21 6 5;3 28 81 

93 263 lands 

The fields were fairly equal and the 1655 yardland was c. 43 acres with 27 percent 
leys. The terrier has only a few neighbours, indicating there was once a regular tenurial 
layout. The glebe of 1 711 had 35 percent grass and Old Mill Field included a small 
second part called Nether Field. The hedges of Bow don, Clipston and Oxenden were 
mentioned in the glebe of 1684 and 1711; it seems that Famdon was surrounded by a 
hedge, the first two places being unenclosed. Glebe neighbours (1 7) occupied 56 
positions in 1711, and four held 52 percent, indicating a decayed order. Hops were 
planted in 1730. The glebe 263 lands probably represent 2 yardlands, and lie together in 
twos. 

Enclosed in 1780, when there were 45 yardlands, corresponding to the Domesday 
assessment of2.5 hides at 18 yardlands to the hide3• 

I NRO YZ 3611. 
2 NRO East Farndon glebe terriers. 
3 NRO Enclosure Enrolment. 

Farthinghoe 

M 1974 
There were two fields in c. 1200, with 6 acres in each 1. The same charter2 refers to 40 

sheep in a fold, 7 beasts, and 3 swine with litters in the pasture. 
The demesne, called Beryfelde was in a block and surrounded by a hedge in c. 1510. 

The other land was called the town field3. A copy of an early demesne terrier of St 
Mary's Delapre, Leicester, notes that the whole field was divided into two parts4 . A 
lengthy terrier ofSt Mary's lands made in 1510 seems to be a field book of the enclosed 
demesne shared with the lord. 
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